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Coastal Carolina Colle e

Coas a
By ALLA KUJALA
ews Editor
The Sixth Annual Awards Banquet was
held April 22 at the Landmark Resort Hotel
in Myrtle Beach.
Dr. Robert Squatriglia, Dean of Student Development, presided over the meeting and Dr. Robert Lackey gave the Invocation. Dinner followed.
Several appreciation awards were
presented at the banquet. Former SGA
President Monroe Thomas presented the
four class presidents, Gary Loebs Andy
agle. Danny MacDonald, and Lane
Martin. with the Clas Presidents Awards.
Pat Singleton, Director of Student Activitie College Center. presented the
ampus nion Coordinator Award to Simon pain and Gary James.
Publication Awards were presented to
each editor. Advisor Edgar Dyer presented
a publication award to Chanticleer Editor
herri Dix. Advisor Scott Johnson presented a publication award to Archarios
Editor Jim Bindner.
Dr. Robert Squatriglia presented the
GA Executive Officers Awards to recipient Monroe Thomas, Dan Hambrick.
Judy McMeekin Gloria Prince and Joseph
Bodine.
Dr. Squatriglia presented the Student
o velopment Division Award to Profe sor
Edgar L. Dyer. His certificate read. "Advi or, Coun elor, Educator, Friend 'Let
Each Become All He Is Capable of
Being' ".
Intercollegia te Athletics Awards were
pre en ted to several Coastal athletes. Ms.
Violet Meade presented the Women's Vollevball Award to Pat Clark. Dr. John
Farrelly presented the Soccer Award to
Kurt Tausch Jr. Mr. Steve Taylor presented the Women's Basketball Award to
Joan Cribb. Mr. Russ Bergman presented
the Men's Basketball Award to Dennis
Ca ey. Dr. Marshall Parker presented the
Men's Tennis Award to Eddie Gayon. Dr.
Richard Dame presented the Women s
tennis Award to Carol L. Gatlin.
Honorary Academic Awards for Alpha
Mu Gamma were presented by Mrs. Faye
Taylor to new members. They are, Therea Barry. Gregory Elliott, Deborah
Ha elden, Stephen Harvey, William Hills
Roderick Lee. Cynthia McKensiz Kenneth
Moore. Margaret Prince. and Cynthia
Turner. Honorary Academic Awards for
Phi Alpha Theta were given by Mr. John
Vrooman to Tammy Aycock, Billy W.
Fowler. Elma Harrelson, Maria Lambert,
Samuel Long. Andy agle. and Michael
(~uirion.

Mr. James F. Eason presented the
Bu ine s dmini tration Award to Ronny
E. Hendrix.
Dr. Jame H. Rex presented the two
Educa tion Awards. The Elementary
Education Award was given to Patricia C.
Miller and the Secondary Education Award
wa given to Faye J. Brown.
Mr. Stephen agle presented the Interdi ciplinary Studle Award to Joseph Bodine.
In the Humanities, Ms. Martha B.
Thomas presented the Art Award to Mary
Jane Higgins. Ms. Carolyn Cox presented
the Music Award to Sheryl Livingston. Ms.
Cynthia Hodell presented the Theatre and

Speech Award to Donald Bimmer. Dr.
Alvin Hall presented the Foreign Languages Award to Michael Quirion. Dr.
Robert Robinson presented the Philosophy
and Religion Award to Kevin Skipper. Dr.
Thomas Trout presented English Award to
Kimberly Collins.
Dr. Joseph Cicero presented the
Mathematics Award to Frank Tomko Jr.
Mrs. Jean Roberts presented the ursing Award to Mary Jondreau.
. Mr. Walter Hambrick presented the
Phy ical EducatIOn Award to Michael Sabbagh.
. Dr. Richard Moore presented the Science Awards. The Biology Award went to
James Jensen, and the Marine Science
Award went to Eric Schuck.
"The Social and Behavioral Science
Awards were presented by Mr. John
Vrooman. The Government and international tudies Award went to Andrew
agle. The History Award went to
Roderick Lee. Psychology Award went to
Linda talvey and William Hills.
The Distinguished Teaching Award
wa presented by Ms. Judy McMee in to
Dr. Dennis Wi eman. He and Dr. Baird
(fir t runner-up received an engraved
ilver plate. The finalists were pre ented
WIth certificate, the finalists were Mr.
Collins. Mr. Eason Dr. King Dr. Millu ,
and M . Vrooman.
Dr. Roy Talbert presented certificates
to the member of Who's Who Among
American Colleges and Universities. These
tudents are. Deborah Brown, Janice
Camp Shel
Carroll Janice Coward,
Robert Deep. Cherri Dix Brett Gardner,

Coastal Carolina will observe Founders' Day on Thursday, Apr. 24. On that date
Ute campus community will honor the
group of local citizens responsible for
founding the college in 1954. Classes will
be suspended at 11 :00 a.m. so that students
may witness mid-day ceremonie paying
tribute to Ute dedicated men who initially
brought higher education to the Waccamaw region.
Coastal Carolina College was born
during a meeting at the Horry County
Memorial Library in Conway on Friday
July 23, 1~4. A handful of Horry Count
bu ines men and educators, aware of the
erious need for higher education in the
area. committed themselve during that
meeting to e tablish a college in Horry
ounty. The neare t in titution of higher
education was located 75 mile awa .
The group of men meeting at th
librar oon formed a non-profit support
bod'. the Coa tal Educational Foundation
and at igruficant financial acrifice to
them elve , et 10 motion a chain of event
which resulted in today' Coastal Carolina
ollege On Sep. 20 1954. Coa tal Carolina
Junior College began its first semester
with 53 tudents - as a branch campus of
the College of Charle ton. The fledgling
college struggled for its survival in its

Carol Gathn Andrea Henry, PatriCia
Miller, Andrew agle, Michael Quirion
Jimm Soles, Anne Steele and Frank
Tomko Jr.
Dr. Robert Squatriglia expres ed that
. The Banquet was an outstanding succe
due to the outstanding cooperation between

Ceremonie during Ut Apf11 24th anOlver ary celebration will honor coa tal
onginal founders and WIll mclude partlcl-
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Opinions/Editorials
Editorial

Coastal completes terrific year ·.

Well here it is, less than two weeks of school left, and we're
all summer-bound. This is the last issue of the paper this semester,
and thank goodness, for all those professors are giving all that
extra end-of-the-semester work so that it will be finished by May
2.
Professors aren't the only ones preparing for summer. Or. ganizations are also electing new officers in preparation for next
year. They are also having their year and banquets. (I think there
has been a different banquet every night here at the College
Center. )
Coastal Carolina's Awards Banquet was last night, and many
students were recognized for the hard work they had put into their
respected organizations within the last year. Many stUdents give
up a great deal of their leisure time to serve on committees and
participate in various organizations. This leisure time includes
afternoons after classes, weekends and summer vacation days
between spring and fall semesters. Some dedicated students put
a lot of work into their studies and their organizations.
The students who received awards last night were certainly
more than deserving I'm sure. You' can even bet that there were
some students there worthy of awards who did not receive them.
1 guess all awards are the same; just like the Oscars there can
be only one recipient. As Dustin Hoffman, chosen best actor for
his role in Kramer vs. Kramer, said on Oscar night, "No one is

a loser. All are winners, but only one will take the Oscar home."
Awards Banquet is the same, for there is a lot of work that goes
on behind the scenes.
.
During this academic year at Coastal, 1 have heard a great
deal of praise concerning the goals students have accomplished
in SGA, publications, fraternity services, etc. Though much praise
has circulated about the campus, an abundant amount of criticism
has also been circulating. SGA, for example, has been full of
controversy a majority of the year. Some was needless, for there
are those who will try to stir up a controversy no matter what
the cost.
The Chanticleer was not one to go without criticism either.
An editorial here or an article there stirred up an individual or
two from time to time. Just the other day 1 received a phone call
condemning one such article in the last edition. The only thing
one can do is what you feel is right. There is a job to be done,
and you just have to do your best. There are those who are going
to complain anyway. My feeling is that if you can do any better
than the job that is being done, get in there and do it.
Yes, this year sure had some trying times as I'm sure any
leader here on campus would agree. 1 for one, however, wouldn't
have missed any of the growth 1 have experienced in this leadership
position. And you know what? 1 bet almost any other leader on
this campus .would say the same!

I{nowing your own mind
Why is it that some people are never satisfied? You give them
the sun, ana they want all the planets that revolve around it too.
I'm referring to the recent SGA elections. From the beginning
there has been one incident after another. Candidates have been
trying to get other candidates not to run, and yet, in the Business
Club elections, candidates were nominated for every office but that
of secretary so that there would be competition. Of course,
secretary was a shoo-in. H competition is good enough for the
Business Club should there not be. a little competition in SGA, too?
After everyone was on the ballot and in the running, there
was talk of poll tenders telling voters how to vote. Well, I certainly
have a mind of my own, and no one has to. tell me how to vote.

circulation requesting a recall election. 1 can't believe the great
lengths that some people will go to to get everything to come out
the way they wish.
Sometimes you have to take the good and the bad in life, and
the sooner an individual learns that the better off we'll all be. A
little controversy is healthful, of course, but anything taken to the
utmost extreme can be fatal.
1 think it's time we stopped wasting time on such trivial things
as recall elections and bringing motions back to the floor of SGA
meetings after they have obviously been defeated two or three
times. SGA could really succeed in getting something done if the
WHOLE SGA would cooperate.

&~atHili~~?nwooWn't~fu~me~y.Th~doo'tmHk~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

my ballot - 1 do.
Their campaigning wouldn't have bothered me. I had my mind
made up when 1 went to the polls. So what's the big deal? Are
these chronic complainers upset because students are so easily
influenced? What's the problem?
Next, while votes were being counted, there was talk of
contesting the election. Why talk about it? If something was going
to be do~e, why wait until the votes were counted? Were they
waiting to see the results? Something should have been done at
that point before the votes were even begun to be counted - that
is, if anything should have been done at all.
Now, the final draw. There is a petition on campus in
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EDITOR'S NOTE: This is your Dewspaper and should be used by you to express
your views OD ilsues coDcenaing you. We Deed to know wbat yu want for Coaltal and
for the cOmmUDity. Write to UI (eveD if it's to disagree). We respect your right to your
opiDiOD and hope that you wUl relpect oun. Have a good lemelter.

The Chanticleer is a student publication of Coastal Carolina
College. The opinions expressed do not represent those of the
administration, faculty or students as a whole.

Letters:
Students disappointed in elections
To the Editor:
. Being an advocate of clean orderly
elections, I strongly oppose the manner in
which the recent election for SGA executive officers was conducted.
Due to the fact that this is my first
semester at U.S.C. Coastal, I am not yet
entirely familiar with the way things are
handled by the University. Nevertheless,
as an educational facility, I assume that
elections should be held in accordance with
the laws of the state in order to educate
the students in this very important process
of a free society.
Having studied the South Carolina
Election Laws and being very familiar
with same, I therefore voice my disdain
for the haphazard way in which the recent
election was handled.
Without elaborating, may I suggest
that a committee be formed to check into
the legalities and conduct of the SGA
election. as it appears to be shrouded by
a large. black cloud.
Birgit H. Darby

To tbe Editor:
This concerns the SGA elections held
on April 8 and 9. I am very disappointed
at the outcome. Not at the fact of who won,
but how the whole game was played. It was
not an honest election, so actually there
were no real winners. This is very unconstitutional. There are witnesses to
prove that there was cheating going on,
(poll workers telling voters who to vote
for, disregard of the 25 feet campaigning
limit, ballot boxes left unguarded). This is
extremely shocking to those of us who
want a fair game. This does not prove a
thing except that there are clever, devious
and dishonest students on this campus. You
all (you know who you are) have pulled
alot of bad ones this past year, but the
number on the elections was the worst of
all. I would hate to see you in public
government, you would destroy the system. Many of us feel a strong need for a
recall. We are not sore losers. We believe
in a' fair student government and we would
like to have one formed on this campus.
Anita Saxena

Open Letters to the Students:
We. the newly elected executive officers of the SGA, would at this time like
to thank all of the students, faculty, and
staff who helped make our campaign a
success. It was a tough election with its
share of problems. but it is finally over and
we are eager to get started.
We would also like to welcome any
input and strongly urge anyone to stop by
our office upstairs in the College Center
and discuss any problems. We hope that
next year will be the best yet at Coastal '
and with your help and support. we can do
it.

Tbaaks alaiD,
President DaB Hambrick
Viee-President Jay Pritebard
Seeretary Cberrl Dix
Treasurer Gloria PriIaee

Dean cOIDDlends
Student Media
Committee
To tbe editor:
The Student Media Committee, whieh
is responsible for the direction and review
of all matters related to the Archarios,
Atheneum and Chanticleer, has acted to
reduce the operating budgets of these
publications in order to meet reduced
second semester funding from "Student
Activitv Fees".
In addition, the Student Media Committee recently took action to further
reduce its operating budget an additional
$500. The purpose of this action was to
contribute this amount to the over-all
deficit reduction of the Student Government Association, and to demonstrate
the good-will these publications hold
toward the S.G.A.
I am pleased to report the above in
behalf of the Student Media Committee.

As the year comes to an end, Campus
Union has already started planning for the
1980-81 Academic year.
Already we have set up several Coffeehouse / Rathskellers for September, October, November. Attendance for most of
these started to be fairly well as the
semester ended, but attendance could still
be improved.
We are also planning our dances for
next year and hope that we cannot only get
more student involvement but also club
involvement as well.
One important thing to remember is
that Campus Union is your organization,
your money supports it and if you don't
care what happens, the Campus Union will
probably die. So many times during the
past year I have heard people complaining
that Campus Union has done this, or hasn't
done that. Those people that complain the
loudest never seem to show up when we
need their help. If you have a complaint
fine. let us know, but don't just complain
give us your suggestions and help.
With inflation now at 17% and goinl up
this keeps our prices and costs higb,
unfortunately our budget stays the same,
and at times is cut. What does this mean
to you? It means that costs for getting into
dances will be higher and that other clubs
and organiztions will have to be more
active in the future. It's like the old saying,
"If you want to have a dance, you gotta
pay the band."
So keep in mind that although prices
may go up, services won't go down, if you
(I mean you the student) help us so we can
better serve you.
orman Evans

Campus Union Co-onllDator
1980-81

Foaaden' Day
Sebethale of EVeliu
11 a.m. -

ConvoeatioD

Speaker: Sen. Mark HatfieN
12 DOOII. - ~ by lavltatloa
Aftel'DOOll Bud
St8cIat, f.e.1ty ad ........

B.......

........

~
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NOW THAT THE EARTHLI GS HAVE REJECTED YOU,
COME TO ALPHATRO
HERE YOU ARE
EEOED.

Police C
Dear Editor:
Many tourists visit Myrtle Beach to
spend a well~eserved vacation. We sincerely wish each and everyone a pleasant and
enjoyable stay while at the beach.
Some vacations contain unfortunate
experiences which may be attributed to a
per on being unfamiliar with the area the
highways or streets, the laws and ordinances. Every community has laws and
tatutes designed for their particular
needs. In an effort to prevent tourists from
encountering difficulty with our law enforcement, we are furnishing you with
information concerning laws which may be
unique to the Myrtle Beach area.
We would very much appreciate your
posting or distributing this information as
we feel certain that many students may
not be aware of local laws and ordinances.
We hope to see many college students
visit this area during the coming season: •
and hopefully. by being aware of our la ,
they will have a much more enjoyable
visit.
Thank you for your cooperation, and
we request that you contact us if you have
any questions pertaining tel college students visiting this area or any local laws
and ordinances.

J.

BInI,

CIder .. PeUee

CITY OF MYRTLE BEACH,
SOVTRCAROLINA
CODE OF LA
See. 7-%-3. Drlaklaa proId ted .. spedIIed
places.
Il shall be unlawful for any person
within the city to:
(a) Publicly engage in the drinking of
alcoholic liquors beer, ale, porter, wine or
any other similar malt or fermented
beverage.
( b) Engage in the drinking of alcoholic
liquors. beer, ale, porter, wine or any
imilar malt or fermented beverage upon '
an premises upon which an athletic contest is being conducted.
( c) Drink alcoholic liquors, beer, ale,
porter. wine or any other similar malt or
fermented beverage on the premises of any
retail. wholesale or manufacturing alcoholic liquor business or business establishment. (Code 1 . Sec. 4-3: 3-21.>
7·11-4. S

PortloD of Vehicle
seagen.
o person shan ride on an vehicl
upon any portion thereof not de 19nated or
intended for the use <X passenger . Thi
proviSion shall no appl to an employ
engaged in the necessa
discharg of
dut , or to person ridm wtthin truc
bodies in space intended for merchan<b
(Code 1966. Sec. 19-10)~

• 1-1. lire.

of

the peaee; disorder.
eRDeIS in pablie.
It shall be unlawful for an person to
commit an breach of the peace conduct
himself in a disorderly manner, be publicl
drun or under the influence of into leating bevera es, be loud and boi terou or
conduct himself in such a manner as to
disturb the peace and quiet of the public.
(Code 1 ,Sec. 21-9)
• 1-11. Tn~..
(a)
person shall enter upoa the
lands or premises owned or in
.
of another after notiee from the
r or
person in possession prObibitiDg an entry.
(b)
person shall enter upon
lands or premises owned or occupied by
another for any other than a
'timate
cause.
( c)
perSon shall fail or ref
to
lea ve lands or premises owned or occupled
by another, after bein requested to do
(d)
person shall enter in or upon
private or public propert for the nalf.vd. .
and design of creatin or inciti a di
turbance, or when an entry ml t
calculted to create or incite a di urba
(Code 1966, Sec. 21-36) 1 7-11 . Welf'll..
ma
aDd die I e.
No person over lxteen yean of
hall appear or enter upon an lane, aI,
alley. treet, road public wa (If high a
of this State or upon the pubhc propert
of the ta te or of an mUDlclpaht or
count in thi State while wearm a mas
or other device which conceals bl identi .
or hall any such person demand entrance or admission to or enter upon til
premises or into the enclosure (If he)
of
any other person while weeri a rna
device which conceal hi identit.
shall any such penon, while
riD 8
mask or device
.Ch concea hi i
ty. participate in an meeti or
tration upon the pri a property 01
erun
III
.
ritten perm'
of

occupant of
.6-114*
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Sen. Mark Hatfield
to speak at
Coastal Anniver~ary

The Wbeelwright Auditorium - the new center lor the performing arts -Is almost
a reality. (Photo by Robert Reeves)

Support for Wheelwright
sets new record
By JOHN O'DOHERTY
Office 01 AlumDi Alfaln
As work proceeds on construction of Wheelwright Auditorium, the steel skeleton
has now assumed an imposing appearance on the campus skyline. And while spring
sunshine has not yet conquered all the mud, brick masons are busily plying their trowels
with vigor and diligence.
Last week Mr. Philip Massey, director of the physical plant at USC-Coastal,
revealed that this eighth major building on campus contains what is believed to be the
heaviest piece of structural steel ever used in Horry County. According to Grayco, steel
supply source for the project, this crossmember, designed to support the mezzanine,
weighs in at 48,500 pounds.
While recent unpredictable weather has been a somewhat frustrating factor for
the contractors; target date for completion of Wheelwright Auditorium is still set for
January 1981.

Congressional debate
A debate will be held at 12 noon today in the College Center Overflow Dining Area
the two Republican candidates for the U.S. Congressional seat now held b)
Rep. John Jenrette.
John Napier, a Bennettsville attorney, and Ed Young, a former Congressman haVE
accepted an invitation from the College Republicans to hold the first of a series of debate:!!
here.
"It is an honor that the candidates chose Coastal as the location for their firs1
debate," says former SGA President Monroe Thomas. "I hope all students, faculty and
staff will take advantage of this opportunity!'
.
Each candidate will give a short speech and then answer questions from the floor.
lThe local media will be on hand as well as representatives from local television stations.
~tween

International program
established
Coastal Carolina College has formally
established an International Program,
naming Dr. Bruno Gujer as the first
director, according to college officials.
Gujer, a native of Switzerland who teaches
history and sociology at the college, has
acted as advisor to the foreign students at
Coastal for two years. He has also been
instrumental in the foundation of the
Coastal Council for Internationals, a community organization dedicated to the support of the foreign students at Coastal
Carolina College.
The formal establishment of an International Program at Coastal transfers the
existing program into the academic structure of the college. It also opens the way
to the gradual expansion of Coastal's activities abroad. Numerous possibilities ex-

ist for student and faculty exchange with
other countries, according to Gujer. Gujer's duties will include the collection and
dissemination of information regarding
international study opportunities. He will
help Coastal students who wish to do part
of their course work abroad, as well as
foreign students who apply to Coastal. "We
need to encourage our students to meet
with their foreign peers, either abroad or
by helping them to come here," he says.
"The friendly contacts that are thus
created can have immeasurable benefits
not just for the individuals involved, but
also for the county and the state." Coastal
Carolina College has a foreign community
of about 12 students whose homes range
from The Netherlands to Thailand.

United States Senator Mark Hatfield of
Oregon will be the keynote speaker at
Coastal Carolina College's 25th Anniversary Celebration on April 24. Hatfield, a ranking Republican senator and a
nationally recognized speaker, will highlight ceremonies to honor the founders of
Coastal Carolina College at 11 a.m., Thursday, Apr. 24, on the steps of the college
administration building.
Founders, supporters, faculty, administrators, students, alumni, officials and
citizens of Horry, Georgetown and Wit..:
liamsburg Counties are invited to the 25th
Anniversary ceremonies, which will be
followed by various activities around the
campus. HaUield will deliver a keynote
address related to the importance of American higher education.
A former two-term governor of Oregon, Hatfield has served In the U.S. Senate
since 1967. He is a graduate of Willamette
University and Stanford University with
degrees in Political Science. He was an
instructor of political science and Dean of
Students at Willamette University for
eight years, following service in the Pacific during World War II.

The son of an Oregon railroad construction blacksmith and a school teacher
Hatfield has been active in education most
of his life and is married to a former high
school and college educator, Antoinette
Kuxmanich Hatfield. He is the sixth ranking Republican in the U.S. Senate and is
the ranking minority of the Senate Energy
and Natural Resources Committee and the
Senate Rules and Administration Committee. He also serves on the Senate Appropriations Committee and the Senate
Temporary Select Committee on Indian
Affairs.
~ctive in American foreign affairs,
HatfIeld serves on the subcommittee funding U.S. foreign assistance programs. He
is a congreSSional leader in efforts to
combat world hunger and raise human
rights issues. As a member of the Senate
Appropriations Committee, he is also deeply. iny?lved in shaping federal spending
prIOrIties.
An active evangelical Christian
layman, he writes frequently for religious
publications like Christianity Today and
has authored three books. He and his wife
have four children.

SCSSL holds Spring Session
by ALLAN KUJALA
News Editor
. The South Carolina State Student Legislation (SCSSL) recently held a Spring
Session and the Coastal Carolina delegation played a major role in its success.
In a meeting on Apr. 11, Allan Kujala
was elected Delegation Chairman for the
next year beginning with the Spring Session. Danny MacDonald was elected Delegation Vice-Chairman and Nancy Cruroe
was elected Delegation Secretary.
The SCSSL Spring Session was held at
the Future Farmers of America Campground at Cherry Grove on Apr. 12 and 13.
The Session is used for passing internal
resolutions. constitutional changes, and
the election of committee chairmen for the
Fall Session. The Fall Session is reserved
for passing bills to be considered by the
real General Assembly.
Lt. Governor Melody Murphy introduced the following resolutions, all of
which passed. One urged the college delegations to get support for the "yellow
ribbon" idea in support of the American
hostages in Iran. Another provided for an
intern program in the SCSSL for high
school juniors and seniors. Still another set
up an Awards Committee for the SCSSL.
An award will be given to the best large
school delegation (5000 or more full-time
equivilancy students) and to the best small
school delegation (4999 or less full-time

equivilancy students). Coastal Carolina
has a good chance for the small school
delegation award. Awards will also be
given to a large school small school, and
two year or technical school wltli the' best
piece of legislature, and the best speaker
of the session (presentation of legislature)
will receive an award. This committee will
. also choose the recipient for the coveted
Charlisle Award. which is based on a
stUdents' overall impact on the SCSSL. A
very important consitutional amendment
was passed during the Spring Session. The
amendment provided for a bi-eamerallegislature.. Each school will now have two
members of their delegation serving as
sena tors. Each school will retain the
number of delegates as provided by the
current system. Murphy, will preside over
the Senate and this year shall appoint the
President Pro Tern. after which it will be
an elected office.
Coastal Students Johnny Brown, Allan
Kujala, and Melody Murphy attended the
entire session, and students Nancy Crume
and Cherri Dix attended session on Saturday. While Dan Hambrick and Monroe
Thomas stayed on Sunday.
"The Spring Session was a great success and many colleges attended. all
evidence that SCSSL is off to a great
year." said Murphy.
I

Student -Legislature
becomes bicameral
By ALLAN KUJALA
News Editor
Over the Easter holidays, a group of
South Carolina State Student Legislature
(SCSSL) officers visited the North Carolina Student Legislature (NCSL) Session in
Raleigh, N.C.
The group conSisting of SCSSL Governor Van Hipp. Lt. Governor Melody
Murphy. Asst. Finance Olairman Alice
Stevenson, Coastal Delegation Chairman
Allan Kujala, and others visited the NCSL
to get a first hand look at the operation

of a bi-cameral legislature.
The SCSSL was uni-eameral until this
Spring Session when the group voted to go
bi-cameral. The group was able to learn
mahy new ideas from the NCSL. The ideas
include delegation awards and legislation
awards.
The SCSSL group invited some members of NCSL to the SCSSL Spring Session in order to better explain the advantages
of a bi-camerallegislature. The SCSSL has
also extended an invitation for some NCSL
members to attend the SCSSL Fall Session.

TIle Cba.Ucleer
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By ALLA KUJALA
ews Editor
The Student Governnment Association
reversed itself at the March 28 meeting on
the Allocations Commission after it wa
ordered by the upreme Court to recon ider the matter.
The Supreme Court ordered that the
Allocations Commis ion proposal be recon idered because of the Irregulanties
about the previou votes on the que tion.
In the pa t the SGA had voted not to have
the two at-large students on the comm} ion. However at thi meeting the SGA
oted to have the two student on the
commi ion a complete turnaround from
previou votes. The question was met with
much opposition.
The SGA Park Bench Committee became a standing SGA committee and its
name was changed to the SGA Service
Committee. The comllUttee bad Its neautification plan for the College Center ap• proved by the SGA in an earlier meeting.
The committee will make a contribution
to the college from the SGA each year
while working with other service organizaLast week Special Olympics were held on the baseball field at Coastal. Coastal tions on campus.
students were on hand to help with the activities. Many youths participated in the games.
Three club representatives were to be
(Photo courtesy of Media Center)
censored at thi meeting, but the attempt
failed. casting doubt on future censorship
of club representatives. Censorship is used
when a club representative misses a large
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
number of SGA meetings; it can lead to
SPRING 1980
MAY 9
MAY 8
impeachment.
MAY 6
MAY 7
MAY 5
EXAM
FRI.
TRUR.
The SGA voted to allow a majority
TUES.
WED.
MON.
TIMES
MWF 8:00
Alternate
override for the SGA President's veto. The
TTh 8:00
Alternate
Block I
8:00 A.M.
MWF 11:00
TTb 9:30
group had pa sed a proposal to give the
MWF 9:00
MWF 10:00 TTb 11:00
10:30 A.M.
Alternate
President the veto power. but had not
Alternate
MWF 1%:00 'M'b lZ:30
MWF 1:00
1:00 P.M.
MW Z:OO
provided for an override by the body, thu
TI'b 3:30
1Th %:00
MW 3:30
Block II
3:33 P.M.
Alternate
giving him legislative powers. The group
Alternate
1Th 5:45
Alternate
MW 5:45
5:45 P.M.
narrowly passed the Elecbon by-law after
Alternate
1Th 8:%5
MW 8:!5
Alternate
Alternate
8:25 P.M.
a quorum count was taken.
The SGA meeting of Aprilll has many
strings attached. The SGA approved se er-

AFTER YOU'VE
SHOPPED
AROUND...
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Coastal downs
Newbe~ry~' Winthrop
The Coastal Carolina Chanticleers , be.'
hind the pitching of Steve " Ice Man "
Smith . shut out district rival Winthrop 2-0
at the Coastal Carolina field April 19.
Winthrop, ranked seventh nationally
among NAJA teams, defeated the Chants
earlier this season in Rock Hill but the
tables were turned this time as the Chants
evened the score behind Smith's seven hit
pitching.
Smith, now 7-2 for the season walked
three and struck out three as he went the
distance on the mound. Buddy Thompson
was the losing pitcher as he gave up five
very costly hits .
In the first inning. Gary Gilmore tri01",.1
_ _ ....J
.c.
,...
r~ dl!'.! !~!1~~ ~a::mai.igh S SactiliCe uy
brought Gilmore across the plate for the
Chants' first run.
In the fifth fra me , Gilmore once again
started the ball rolling for the Chants . He
reached first on an error by the Winthrop
shortstop. one of five errors for the afternoon, and then went to third on Doug
Sabbaugh's hit-and-run single.
Tom Romano then came up and hit a
sacrifice fly to deep left field to score
Gilmore .
The Chants had some fine defensive
plays in the game also . In the fourth inning
with the bases loaded and one out, Smith
forced Don Korup to pop up before Kenny
Addams lined a shot between third and
shortstop.
The last would have scored at least two
runs and tied the game, but third baseman
Tim Paugh made a last-second diving
catch to preserve the shutout for Smith.
First baseman Eddie Ergle had the big
bat for Winthrop as he collected four
singles in four trips to the plate.
A two-run homer in the seventh inning
by Coastal Carolina 's Tom Romano broke
open a close game and the Chants went on
1\6! 1 _ _

Coastal's Bruce Levi takes a swing in a game against Wake Forest played earlier
this season. (Photo by Robert Reeves)

•
Golfers WIn
tourney~
set new records
The Coastal Carolina golf team set new
records in NAIA "District 6 competition as
they cruised by their opponents to take the
district tournament championship last
weekend at Sweetwater Country Club in
Barnwell.
Coastal 's record setting performance
produced a 33 stroke victory over its
nearest competitor as the Chants finished
with a team total of 863 with the College
of Charleston finishing second at 896.
USC-Spartanburg finished third at 902
while Francis Marion was fourth at 903.
Coastal's Ray Freeman took medalist
honors with a three-round total of 68-70-69
-207. Coastal's Rocky Reavis came in
second with a total of 68-76-72-216. Coastal
placed four golfers in the final top 10 and
discarded scores of 72 and 75 in the
tourney's final round.
, Coastal's team total of 863 was a new
District 6 tournament record and so was
Freeman's 207.

In addition to the other honors, Coastal
golf coach Tom Cooke was named District
6 Coach of the Year for the second year
in a row.
The tournament victory sends the
Chants into the National NAIA tournament
May 27 at Saginaw Valley, Mkh.
Other scores for the Chants included
Rick Lewallen who finished in sixth place
overall, at 80-71-71-222 and Charles Canaday, who finished seventh at 78-75-71-224.
Canaday also won the trophy for being
closest to the hole on No . 10.
Charles Askins at 83-73-72-228 and
Tom Gunn with a 77-76-75-228 rounded out
the scoring in the tournament for the
Chants.
Four Chants made the All-District
team and the other two players received
honorable mention honors. Canaday, Reavis, Freeman and Lewallen were named
to the All-District squad and Askins and
Gunn received Honorable Mention honors.

,....

"

...

:

to defeat Newberry , 5-1. Sunday afternoon
at the Coastal Carolina Field .
Marc Goldberg picked up the victory
on the mound for the Chants. Jimmy
Moultan was the losing pitcher. Goldberg
is now 5-0 for the season. He gave up seven
hits. three walks and struck out four .
Goldberg has an ERA of 1.18 this season.
Coastal Carolina is now 25-5 overall
and 13-3 in District 6 action this season.
Coastal's next game will be at 7:30 p.m .
Wednesday in Charleston against The
Citadel.
Bruce Franklin. who's batting .378 this
season for the Chants , went three-for-four
with two runs an<;i ~.!! ~~! ~~:~~~'; . D~!!~
Sabbagh and Walt Perment;~-' ~~ch ~~~
lected two hits for the Chants.
Manny Lopez went two-for-four for the
•
Indians .
Coastal scored first in the fifth inning.
Franklin led off with a single and advanced
to second on John Shiroky 's fielder's
choice. After Frank Paino 's beat out a
throw to first, Paino and Franklin advanced on a wild pitch. Mike Sabbagh's
sacrifice fly then scored Franklin.
Newberry tied the game in the top of
the sixth when Lopez knOCked in Mark
Lohrbach after Lohrback doubled to open
the frame .
Coastal went ahead again in the bottom
of the sixth when Romano reached base
when he was hit by a pitch . Romano stole
second and Walter Parmenter was then
intentionally walked . Tim Paugh's sacrifice bunt advanced the runners and Franklin then blasted an RBI single to score
Romano .
The Chants blew the game open in the
seventh when Doug Sabbagh singled with
two outs and Romano followed with the
home run .

Coastal netters finish 2nd
in district tourney
The NAlA District 6 tennis tournament
held last weekend in Charleston saw the
Coastal Carolina Chanticleers finish second behind district rival Presbyterian College at the Farmfield Tennis Club.
Presbyterian won the tournament with
20 points followed by Coastal with 14. The
College of Charleston then followed with
13 and Limestone collected 12 points.
Coastal's No.1 doubles team of Eddie
Gayon and Lester Herbert won the No.1
doubles title with a 7-5, 6-3 victory over
S.K. Bhabathi and Nicky Logandan of
Limestone. Gayon and Herbert will advance to the national NAIA finals later this
spring. .
Herbert lost in the No.2 singles finals
to Bill Huggings, 7·5, 7-5 and No.5 Eddie

Williams of Coastal lost to Jerry Poore of
the College of Charleston, 6-4, 4-6, 7-5 in
the No.' 5 singles finals.
Each Coastal Carolina doubles team
reached the finals. In the No. 2 doubles,
Coastal's Mauricio Behar and Williams
defeated Ted Riddle and George Bristol of
Presbyterian 7-5, 7-5, in the semi-finals and
lost to Winston Chapman and Poore of
College of Charleston the finals, 7-5, 7-6.
Coastal's No.3 doubles team of Seif
Fahmay and Jeff Cooper defeated
Limestone's Mark Marhere and Rick
Wisher, 6-4, 4-6, 6.... , in the NO.3 doubles
semifinals and lost to Presbyterian's Norm
Schellenger and Jimmy Hentz, 6-3, 6-1, in
the finals.

Coastal Carolina's Self Fahmy connects in a match played earlier this season.
(Photo by Robert Reeves)

Lady Chants win final two matches
The Coastal Carolina Lady Chanticleers finished out the women's tennis
season in style as they picked up two big
wins in their last two matches. On April
17 the Coastal women breezed by Coker
College 6-3 and then crushed USC-Lancaster 7-0 on April 18.

In the match with Coker, Coastal only
lost one singles match to clinch the victory
before dropping two of three doubles
matches . However, in the match with USCLancaster. the Lady Chants swept both the
singles and doubles competition to end
their season with a 4-5 overall record.
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Sports Spotlight

Chants to lose twelve sen or

•

9
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By ROBERT REEVES
Sports Editor
The "Sports Spotlighf' for this final
i. sue of The Chanticleer for the 1979-80
school year focuses not on a single individual but upon a group of men who have
made their mark on Coastal Carolina
College. As the 1980 baseball season quick. ly draws to a close. twelve seniors who.
according to head coach Larry Carr, have
"exercised superior leadership qualities by
example and performance' are in the
process of playing their last games at
Coastal Carolina.
Dou! Sabbaugh _~ ____ _

Doug Sabbaugh is a 5-11. 170 pound
outfielder who came to Coastal along with
his brother Mike from New Providence,
N.J. Currently batting a phenomenal .400,
Sabbaugh is said to have improved greatly
in his defensive play to become an excellent all-around player.
Gary Gilmore
Gary Gilmore. another outfielder,
stands at 5-11 and weighs 180 pounds.
Gilmore hails from Rocky Mount, Va. and
is currently hitting .373. Although recovering from an ankle injury, Gilmore still
leads the team in stolen bases and is
considered to have a good shot at the pro
ranks.
Ken Filpi
Ken Filpi. a 5-11. 190 pound pitcher
from Addison. m. has. according to coach
Carr. given the Coastal team solid relief
pitching in the 1980 season and has added
a lot of strength to the Coastal bullpen this
year.
Tim Paugh
Tim Paugh is a 5-11, 170 pound player
from Syracuse. N.Y. While playing at
either third base or shortstop, Paugh is
said to have greatly improved defensive
play this season and has a batting average
that continues to climb as the season
progresses. Paugh is another Chant that
has a shot at playing pro ball.
John Shiroky
Described as the most consistent
player on both offense and defense this
year. John Shiroky is a 6-1. 185 pound first
baseman from Bel Air, Md. Nicknamed the
"Old Man" by his teammates, Shiroky is
co-captain of the team and is said to have
won games with both his bat and his glove.
Ken Chandler
A 6-2. 200 pound catcher from Sumter,
Ken Chandler has provided outstanding
catching for the Cbanticleers in 1980 and
has added long ball power to the Chants
attack. Olandler is thought by coach Carr
to be a sure bet to go into professional
baseball.
Fred Kowalik
Fred Kowalik. a 6-0. 195 pound catcher
from Averhill Park. N.Y., has moved in
as the designated hitter for the Cbants' in
1980. Described as one of Coastal's hottest
hitters. Kowalik had hits on six consecutive times at bat at one point in the
season.
Walt Parmenter
Walt Parmenter is a 6-1. 190 pound
outfielder from Bennington. Vt. Currently
recovering from an arm injury. Parmenter
is a definite long ball threat for every team
he encounters and is considered to have
first class outfield depth.

The Coastal Carolina baseball team is sporting a team of twelve
seniors in the 1980 season. From left to right: Doug Sabbaugh, Gary
Gilmore, Ken FUpl, nm Paugh, John Shtroky, KeD ChaDdJer, Fred
Steve Smith
Steve "Ice Man" Smith who hails from
Freehold, N.J .• is Coastal's ace pitcher as
he takes the mound in all of the Chants'
toughest games. Smith is now 7-2 for the
season as of Saturday's game with Winthrop and has 27 career victories to his
name with hopes of breaking that magical
number of 30 before the season is over.
Smith has a greatly improved curve ball
and is thought to have a shot at playing
professionally.

Bruce Levi
Bruce Levi, a 5-11, 175 pound player
from Bridgeport, Conn., is effective at
third base and in the outfield and is a
consistent long ball threat for the Chants.
According to coach Carr. Levi is strong
back-up strength at third base.

Tom RomaDo
Tom Romano is a 5-10, 170 pound
outfielder from Syracuse, N.Y. According
to Carr. Romano hits for average as well
as power and hits breaking pitches out of
the parle Carr says Romano is another
sure bet for going to the.-pro ranks.
Mike Sabbaagll
Mike Sabbaugh is a 5-10, 170 pound
second baseman from ew Providence,
N.J. He is co-captain of the team and his
hitting did much to boost the Chants
offense midway through the season.
According to Carr. this group of seniors
has contributed more to Coastal than any
other group. "Led by Mike Sabbaugh and
John Shiroky. the twelve seniors have set
a fine example both on and off the field
for the younger players as well as for any
younger fans." Carr said.

UP TO $14,100 Richer
In just three years In the ArmV, you
can earn an educational fund worth as
much as S12,ooo In fOur years, S14,1oo
Its the veterans Educational
AsSiStance Program NEAP, for shOf't), and
It gets you two dOllars for every one
dOllar you save for cotteoe (see charO.
m three years, your savings pIUS the
two-fOr-one matching fundS can add UP
to 58100. And now, If you Qualify, an
additional 54,000 education bOnuS Is
added to your fund, fOr a total Of
$12,100.
Four years Of servtce gets you 56,000
added. Total: $14,100.
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"The kegs out already?"

"Time for another beer."

CINO DAY
Tri al Rites of Spring
Under the warmth of the Spring sun
and the influence of Stroh's draft beer, the
Coastal community partook in an afternoon of raucous festivities including beerbarrell rolling, push-cart derbies, and precision beer-case stacking contests. Tshirts . mugs and cases of beer were given
a way as prizes to the winners of these
events.
Music, provided by the cooperation of
school media services and Afro-Am , exploded the crowd into a euphoric pandemonium of Rock 'n Roll and Disco. Some

of our cherished professors were there
enjoying the festivities along with students
from all clubs and departments . Hot Dogs
were given away free; they were delicious
with the beer and the sun and the people
and the fun . The event went miraculously
well considering the Campus Union had
little money to 'work with in organizing the
Spring Fest. CINO day is a tradition at
Coastal, and its made for fun right before
the final weeks of school and the last big
exam cram. It could not have been better
had we been barbarians in New Guinea
celebrating the tribal rites of Spring.

(Photos by Connie Gunter and Cherri Dix)

The unorderly line for the beer.
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Counselor's
Corner
By DR. ELIZABETH K. PUSKAR

Exams -

Panic time

The end of the semester inevitably brings with it thoughts of and preparation for
final exams. For many of you this may translate as "panic time. Panic occurs when
you feel under-prepared and often results in a college student phenomena called
. ·cramming." As you begin to prepare yourself for final exams, try to follow these few
suggestions. They may help to improve your grades and your state of mind.
.
Experts on learning and how we best retain what we learn agree that short periods
of study on a daily basis are more productive than one long study session. In other
words. begin today to set up a study schedule that includes speDding time on all of
your courses. Avoid waiting untillhe night before the exam to study! Even if you allow
only fifteen minutes per day per course, it's a step in the right direction.
Remember also that you will need to know something about the test before you
begin to prepare for it. For instance, will it cover all material presented during the
semester? Will it be multiple choice or essay, or a combination of both? What percentage
of your final grade will the exam be worth? These are questions you need to have
answered prior to study time.
Early preparation for final exams seems to be difficult for many college students.
Busy academic work. and social calendars cause YOlt to procrastinate. Try to follow
these study suggestions. Avoid cramming. Avoid panic. I wish you success on your exams
and a happy, prosperous summer vacation.

Murphy's
Messages
By MS. MARY KAY MURPHY
DlreeWefc..r ... LIfe .........
SpeeIaI Writer

What is Career and Life Planning
I got this feeling the other day that
there are some of you out there who
haven't the foggiest notion what our Career Service is all about. So, I decided it'd
be worth my effort to give you an overview
of what we do. It's all for you.
The Career and Life Planning Service
at Coastal is approximately one and a half
years old. Our major purpose is to serve
the career needs of our students and
alumni in two general areas - planning
a career and placement into the job market.
Career Planning is geared toward
meeting the needs of the student struggling
to discover his/her career direction. This
demands counseling and developing a close
relationship with the student in order to
help him/her explore needs and values what does the student want out of life?
Would a 9 a.m ...s p.m. job be conducive to
his preferred life style or would he see it
as a restriction? These are some of the
questions we confront in career planning.
Coastal offers a truly innovative academic credit course entitled "Career
Exploration 150" designed to meet the
needs of undecided students. We also have
a career library where the students can
read books that cover topics like decisionmaking, goal orientation, self-identity
skills. In the future we are planning a
Career Fair where local and state employers can set up a booth on campus and
share information with interested students. Classroom presentations, career inventory testing and workshops are also

off ered to students throughout the academic year.
The Career and Life Planning Service
also serves the needs of its graduating
seniors and alumni by conducting numerous senior seminars on topics like resume
writing. interviewing and breaking into the
job market. We are presently responsible
for posting local area jobs that our employers call lin to us - more summer jobs,
part-time and full-time employment opportunities for our students. We maintain
placement files on seniors and alumni
looking for jobs and send these credentials
to employers upon request. This year
Coastal experienced our first annual Career Recruitment Day, Sponsored by S.C.
College Placement Association, Coastal
Carolina and three additional area colleges
f Francis Marion. Coker and Morris Colleges) combined our energies and invited
approximately twenty state and national
employment recruiters to Coastal for the
sole purpose of slotting our seniors and
alumni into promising careers. It proved
to be a tremendous learning experience for
all the participating students and the evaluations from the recruiters were overwhelmingly positive.
So. that is a skeletal view of what our
Career and Life Planning Service is all
about. We are ever expanding, continually
adding new programs to our service in
order to meet the changing needs of our
students. After all. that's reaDy what
we're here for.
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By CHARMAI E B. TO CZ
Technical Services Ubrarlu
The U.S. Congres has an enonnou
task each session of debating many controversial. crucial bills before their po ible passage into laws. Within month
each member of Congress needs the facts,
pros and cons. of each bill in order to
represent it accurately to his her peers or,
in conclusion. to vote on it without doubts.
Disregarding lobbyists, there is one nonbias source where they can get factual
answer in seconds and special reports in
hours. They call or visit the Congressional
Research Service (eftS) of the Library of
Congress .
The Library's primary function if to
assist the member of Congress with their
research. The CRS has a growing staff of
over 800 including experts in the major
areas of legislature. When Congress is in
session they answer approximately 2
questions each day. U information is
needed while in debate on the Senate or
House floor. a CRS hot-line can be UIed
on the spot. A researcher at CRS can
obtain and relay the needed information
instantl via phone. While debating metric
legislation the hot-line as called to calculate Raquel Welch s measurements
CE TIMETERS.
Aside from quae reference que tions
CRS staff can prepare in-depth reports for
individual members of Congress, committees and their staffs. They compile over
1.000 reports per ear to assist those in
promoting or opposing any piece of legislation. Each report undergoes a stric
review process to insure objectivity and
non-partisanship. Confidentiality i insured.
reports are released to the public
yet the final outgrowth of these reports i
the daily Congressional debates and proceedings - the Congre. ional Record,
which Kimbel Library own from 1959 to
the present.
The Congressional Research Service
ha a vast storehou e of information from
which it gain its SOUlTces. 1be Library of
Congress is the largest library in the
world. It totals about 76 million item
housed in three buildings. It collects materials in over 468 languages. The Library
ha several offices abroad that collect
local materials.

c
The third aMuat faculty-alumni softball game is scheduled
when USC Coastal celebrates Founder' Day. Game time '0
p.m. following conclusion of formal ceremOlUei bonori
f:OUIlClelrs
Coach Steve Taylor of the Athletic Department i in charae of 0

"Pippin"
In Search of Fulfillment
"Pippin," a rock-musical by Stephen
Schwartz, played for five days at the
Coastal Little Theater last week, April
16-20. It was evident that the cast, crew
and directors of the show worked hard. for
almost two months preparing this production, for the quality of the performance
allowed the meaning of the play to stand
out. In .. Pippin" there was something to
be concerned about - the fate of a young
"extra(lrdinary" man in search of fulfillment. This theme was clearly presented,
and therefore lends itself to interpretation.
A series of questions can be asked that
Pippin (Matt Whitaker), in tbis scene, discovers the wonders of the flesh. (Photo may help in understanding the meaning of
by Robert Reeves)
Coastal's presentation of Schwartz's "Pippin."
1. What did the play portray?
Pippin. the main character of the.play,
is an idealistic young man with apparently
much potential. He is the oldest son of a
great king. attends the finest school in the
land, has all the riches and benefits of
royalty. but from the beginning there is
something missing in Pippin's life, something deep and very real. He gets no
affection from his parents, no glory from
war, no joy from frolicking, and no fulfillment from power. It later becomes apparent that Pippin is searching for a pot
of gold, utopia. Then one realizes that
Pippin is searching outside the context of
human nature and mankind. but actually
what he sought needed to be gleaned out
from the everyday things about him. Pippin does not reach this conclusion until the
very end of the play.
2. What is the central theme or message of "Pippin."
The theme of "Pippin" has a very real
and valuable message for all. One cannot
find his dreams by searching for the great
Bertha (Karen Stroble) is dashed off in a flight of ecstasy by some of the Pippin pie in the sky. but one must work and
Players. (Photo by Robert Reeves)
accept the every day course of events 'and
make one's dream come true. Pippin is
searching for fulfillment, but he wants his
cake and eat it too. Later he finds out that
he must accept the reality he has become
frustrated with and make the best of his
"trapped" situation.
Fina By, Pippin symbolizes the search
Event
Ticket prices
Time of the human soul for completeness, the
follies it experiences on the way, and the
final acceptance of a reality apparently

Carolina Coliseum schedule of events

with no hope, but what went unsaid in the
play. yet so real. is that one finds fulfillment in despair. light in darkness. and life
in dea th. Pippin did not "cop out": he
copped-in.
3. What character stood out and playe
the more important roles?
Pippin, of course, the protagonist, embodies the spirit of the play. He is the
outstanding figure, the theme in concrete
form. As for the players, who played
various roles throughout the production,
they appear as the manifestation of Pippin's allusions. dreams, doubts, fears and
expectations. The leading player symbolized Pippin's subconscious alter-ego narrating the events of the play and introducing the other characters. In total, the other
characters were the world in which Pippin
had to deal with. but at first he found no
satisfaction in them. He would not give of
himself or stoop so low as to take responsibility and accept his environment. Finally.
at the end Pippin breaks and surrenders
to reality, sacrifice and happiness.
4. How did the costumes, makeup and
setting assist in the play's presentation?
The costumes were fine thought not
dominating. appropriate but not overshadowing. They were kind of a mix
between the Middle Ages and the Hippie
era. The costumery and the makeup were
set in such a way as to transcend the play's
message from the historical setting, ·780
A.D.C. to all times. Glitter on the faces
yet stocking feet. royal attire yet amassed
concoctions, this combination was noticeable and yet it added to the quality in which
the play was done.
Finally, much thanks to Tom Jones,
the director of the entire play, and his staff
of assistants. costumes, makeup. artists
and music and lighting directors for overseeing a fine presentation. And lastly but
not leastly. the actors of all the parts for
doing a fine job and sharing their wonderful talents with the Coastal Community.
Matt Whitaker played the leading role of
Pippin, and the other parts consisted of
students and others from around the area.
A humorous but touching and real play
with a message, Pippin by Stephen
Schwartz.
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Helen Hayes & Maurice EvansUSC sponsored
"Game of Games" Backetball
Game
Whispers, Shalamar, Lakeside,
Dynasty

SC Board of Accts. Exam.
Dramatics, sequence, GTO
concert
Englebert Humperdinck
USC Graduation
John Denver
Con Funk Shun
Dist. I HJgh School Grads
USC Summer School Registration
Dist. II High School Grads
Richland Northeast
Spring Valley

Irma

Free

8:00 p.m.

$6.00 resv. seats

7:30 p.m.

8.50 & 7.50

7:00 p.m.

Elephant Rm

10am-6:30 p.m.

To be announced
$12.50 & 10.50

8:00 p.m.

To be announced
$8.50 & 7.50
7:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m., 1:30 p.m.,
7:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Note: When mailing in for tickets, please enclose a self-addressed stamped
envelope. No personal checks accepted, only cashiers checks or money orders.

'Lion in Winter' presented
By TERI A. BARRY
Staff Writer
The recently-formed Coastal Carolina
Film Society presented LION IN WINTER
in the Little Theatre this past Thursday
and Friday, the 27th and 28th, to mixed
campus and community audiences. This
cultural opportunity should be applauded
and commended.
The film itself, however, was a different story. Starring Katherine Hepburn
and Peter O'Toole as Eleanor of Aquitaine
and Henry II respectively, it is an intriguingly appalling kaleidoscope of corruption
and aristocratic bestiality. Though enriched - and enlightened - by romantic
vistas. gorgeous costumery, and often unseemly buffoonery and melodrama, the
story had in it too little of plot and too
much of plotting. Perhaps the directors
meant to show us that even the "high and

mighty" are fallible and human, but it
zeroed in too exclusively on their shortcomings as people, as well as rulers, and
seemed to add a dash of half-baked love
and charity just for effect here and there.
All in all, the movie was enjoyable in its
action and its pageantry of passions but
beyond that it had no real value. In fact.
its most redeeming feature is its "humor."
Again. perhaps. movies are meant merely
for "entertainment" - this was one of
those "merely's."
The Coastal Carolina Film Society.
however. is a good thing in itself. All its
films cannot meet all tastes, and the
Society should be encouraged highly so as
to be able to expand to a more diverse
audience without sacrificing its artistic
intent and purpose.

O·d
I
you k now •••
The Sun Devils was almost the mascot for Coastal Carolina.

RECORD RE
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By GRAHAM CARLTON
National News Bureau
THE KNACK/But the Little Girls Understand " .ICapitol: This is what the
Knack's producer and mastermind, Mike
Chapman. has to say aboutthe Knack (this
is lifted verbatim from the back cover):
As you listen to this album you will
discover the many different sides of the
Knack. Side 1 and Side 2. The songs are
- an assortment of feelings and emotions
expressed redundantly as only the Knack
can. This record is very dear to me and
mv bank manager."
. What more need I say?
As we all know by now, pop music was
never intended to be high art. It's just
another business - a condition that has set
in like rigor mortis because all the
creative, artistic people in the record biz
have been replaced with computer-trained
business people who are more concerned
with the bottom line than the top of the
charts.
Last year, the Knack's debut was
greeted with a mass of hype and hoopla.
It was mildly amusing and diverting, providing at least one sign of life in an
otherwise blah year. The music wasn't
anything great or lasting, but you have to
admit that "My Sharona" had an infectiously delicious hook that had to have you
walking around at one point or another
going "do do do do do doot/ do do do/ do
do do do do dooot/dooo doooo doooo
dooooo ...
That hook obviously was cloned for
later misuse . What was once infectiously

delicious is now nothing more than a
bothersome canker sore. But it isn't the
Knack's fault. When you stop to figure it
out. there was no way a second album by
the Knack would have as much as a
snowball's chance in hell. There were two
things they could have done: develop their
sound into something more sophisticated,
giving their audience a chance to have
music to grow with, or combine the two
great American traditions of giving the
people what they want and letting them
boogie 'til they puke. The Knack opted for
the latter.
It's too bad the group didn't opt for a
wishy-washy compromise between the
two. If it had, there might have been a
glimmer of hope that Doug Fieger's lyric
writing ability had advanced beyond the
level of a retard, and the Knack might
actuCJlly have had the chance to build a
career instead of just being written off as
another flash in the pan group, to be ground
up and discarded by the pop music machinery . .
Meanwhile, where do we put the blame
(or this album's being such a waste of
vinyl? ~Doug Fieger? Mike Chapman?
Capitol Records? Q)caine-loaded radio
programmers afraid to try something
new? It·s tempting and easy to blame any
of them, but I think we'll leave the blame
on the doorstep of the American marketing
system, whose battle cry is "Greed Uber
Alles! ..
And to think you were wondering why
music isn't as much fun as it used to be.

,
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By MICHAEL QUlRIO
EatertallUlleDt EdItor

In this week' editorial slot a ltadeat wile atteDded
Conference gives hi lmpres lOB of III aDd die Upltage IJ'O'lp'. expert
gatheriag of theater people from the Southea t rep.. David J
writer for tbi column. Be aad Ix other tudea aloDg til ey.
the confereace in a."vlDe recently.

By DAVID JOB SO
SpecIal rlter
Every spring, somewhere in the Southeast there is a gathering called the SouthEastern Theater Conference (SETC). It is held especially as an opportunity for aspinn
professionals to gain a chance for positions in the Theater. The SETC offers e cellent
experience for a chance to progress in the many aspects of the field of Theater
This year the conference was held at OpryUlnd in ashville, Tennessee. The Ups e
Company was able to present cash awards of $100 to six deserving theater people for
the purpose of attending the conference. In order to qualify to participate m th
conference. either an audition or a resume had to be presented.
The six theater people chosen for the honor were Donald Bindner, Donna Catton,
Beth Maher, Andy Owens, Karen Stobie, and myself, David Johnson. e started out
journey Tuesday afternoon March 4 from Conway. Instead of driving straight thro
to ashville, we decided to spend the first night in ewberry. That turned out to be
a good idea since we had not realized just how long a drive it as to a hvdl
Getting a fresh start on Wednesday turned out well. We arrived in ashvIlle around
10 :30 p.m . that evening. The drive through the mountains was quite exhilarating The

no place like the Great Smokies.
Thursday morning everyone had their first taste of the SETC. It wa lilt a zoo
and a circus combined. There were aU these theater people 1n one place, and It a
amazing ' There w~re booths et up everywhere in the lobby of the hotel Different peop
were exhibiting new lighting equipment, new kinds of make-up, co tume compan! and
colleges recruiting theater students.
The first thing I did was to sign up at the Job Contact Service In hopes of fl .
a job somewhere. There were all kinds of job opportunities for techmcal people U
myself. Opportunities ranged from stage managers, techDlcal director and co tum
to set designers, carpenters and light and sound technicians.
I also attended a lecture conducted by Ming Cbo Lee . one of America' foremo
stage designers. This lecture was primarily a critique session. Several aspirin tage
designers had submitted their work to be evaluated by Mr. Lee. Later that night there
was another workshop at which Mr. Lee presented slides of hi own 0 •

There were 15 other workshops, 12 meetings, a play and a student cabaret all
day . The student cabaret was an opportunity for people to do their act in front of others.
[ saw an excellent mime troupe, a Pastoral dance number a juggler and a comedian
a 11 in one hour.
t

The next day was just as packed with events as the day before. Between 10m
to job interviews, classes, auditions and plays everyone as running around . e happ
little children.
That evening we from Coastal went to ashville for dinner. Afterwards e went
to the Hyatt Regency for a drink. While there, we met some band members from HMoll
Hatchet" and "The Outlaws." The two rock groups ere taying at the botel
Ie
in Nashville for a concert.
Saturday was another action filled day. Dance auditions ere held in which Donna
Catton and Karen Stroble attended. Don Bindner and I went into downtown a vill
during the afternoon to witness some of the local color in the big city. e went to
many night clubs and watched the people while listening to local bands.
Sunday morning we all got up and took one last look around Opryland before bider
fond adieu. We arrived back in Myrtle Beach on Mondayafternoon We were extremel
tired but well pleased with our trip. Some of us may ta e jobs thi summer 80m
of u. may decide not to do theater professionally at all. Whatever we as individual
may do after SETC, I feel safe in saying that everyone had a fabulo time at the
conference. As for myself, I am happy to be home once again.

After you see your doctor...
bring your prescription to
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CAMPUS
BULLETIN BOARD
Commencement exercise practice to be held
The 1980 Commencement Exercises for Coastal Carolina College of the University
of South Carolina will be held on Saturday, May 10, at 10:30 a.m. in the Williams-Brice
Building.
Commencement Exercises Schedule
May 7, Wednesday December 1979 graduates who wish to participate in the May 10
exercises must contact Dr. Jim Beaty (Ext. 218) or Ms. Linda
Montgomery (Ext. 255) by 5 p.m. on Wednesday, May 6.
May 9, Noon H you plan to participate in the commencement exercises on Saturday
but cannot attend the Friday afternoon rehearsal, contact Dr. Lynne Smith
(Ext. 242) to inform her of your intentions. Leave word if Dr. Smith is
not available.
May 9, Friday, Rehearsal in the Williams-Brice Building; please be on time.
5 p.m.
May 10, Satljrday Meet in the College Center to assemble for the processional.
9:30 a.m.
May 10, Saturday Commencement Exercises are held in the Williams-Brice Building.
10:30 a.m.

Students and teachers offered 10-250/0
reductions for summer cruises to China
Reductions from 10-25 percent are being offered to students, teachers and
instructors, for 14-day cruises to the People's Republic of China aboard the mlv
Aquamarine.
The reductions are for cruise departures from June 11 to August 6. Further
incentives are offered for groups of six or more. The Aquamarine sails alternately from
Hong Kong and Kobe, Japan visiting Shanghai (Soochow or Wushi) and Hsingkang
(Tientsin and Peking). The reductions do not apply to air fares, but the cruise rate
only, whi h includes all meals aboard ship and in China; two hotel nights in Tientsin,
and all tours, guides and visa documentation charges. Regular rates begin at $1950.
Further information and brochures may be obtained from Travelforcel Aquamarine,
153 Kearny Street, San Francisco, CA 94108, (toll free: 800-227-4766).

History Club to meet April 24
History Club will hold its final meeting of the semester Thursday April 24 at 7
p.m. at the home of Professor James Branham. The topic of discussion is "America's
European Allies: Can the US Depend on Their Support?" A cookout will be held before
the discussion period. Anyone planning to attend should contact Eddie Owens, Tammy
Aycock or Professor Branham.

Receive your mail at the correct address
U .S.C.-Coastal Carolina mailings are sent to local addresses during the semester.
At this time, we are trying to update our files so that we have a current local address
on all Coastal students. If you have a local address which was not reported when you
applied, or if you have not turned in an address correction form since you have been
attending Coastal that shows your current local address, please come to the Admissions
& Records Office so that we may update your file as soon as possible. Turning in an
address change on your C.A.R. form will not make changes in your file - only the
course request information will be used.

Helping Hand looking for volunteers
Helping Hand, a crisis and referral agency located in Myrtle Beach, is looking
for students who are interested in volunteering their time for a few hours per week.
~ny interested student may find out more about the agency from the Counseling Service
10 the Co~lege Cent~r. Please contac~ Dr. Puskar at extension 202 if you are looking
for experIence and If you have a deSIre to volunteer your services to this worthwhile
agency.

Next year's editors named
The 1980-82 editor of the Atheneum is Allison Martin. Clark Vereen is the editor
for the fall semester Chanticleer.

Deans On Campus April 25
Deans from USC-Columbia wlU visit Coastal on Friday, April 25th. Advisement
will occur in room 107 of the College Center. Students may sign up in the Office of
Academic Affairs for 15-mlnute appointments from 11:15 to 12:30 and from 1:30 to 3:00.
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449-6832

5100 N. Kings Hwy.
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NORTHSIDE PHARMACY
JOH B. SINGLETON, Reg. Ph.
BILL WOLINSKY, Reg. Ph.
RONALD MASON, Reg. Ph.
62nd Ave. n. at U.S. o. 17
Phone 449-3325
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BOB HITCHCOCK, Reg. Ph.
90 I Medical Circle
Phone 449-3323

PROFESSIO AL MALL PHARMACY
JON HOWELL, Reg. Ph.
7800 'orth King Highway
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We Believe in Music
SHOWTUNES -JAZZ -CLASSICAL
EASY LISTENING -POP -COUNTRY
ShOD for vour favorite music from our fabulou. c.to k
of16,000 Records, 10,000 8T Tapes and £) 000
Cassettes. The largest selection in the Carolinas.
Music for All Ages.

Myrtle Beach
Stereo Tape Center
f)20;~

ort h Kings Highway Myrtle Beach

Open l)aily 9-6 Sunday 2-6 PM

SOUTHER
WOMENS
SERV CES

"A Women's Health Agency"
• A Full Range of Womens
Gynecological Services
- Free Pregnancy Testing
- Problem Pregnancy Counseling
- Abortion Counseling and Services
- Birth Control Services
-Trained Counselors
-Speakers Available for School &
Civil Groups
24 Hour Answering Service
Call Toll Free 1~800-922-9750
Southern Womens Services
1614 Two Notch Road
Columbia, S.C. 29204

